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Hashtags, origins and linguistic use

• Origins as sorting tool, metadata tag

• Originally used in 2007 as #barcamp on Twitter by Chris Messina 

• Took off as a form of expression across diverse social media, 
facebook, instagram, snapchat …

• Word ‘hashtag’ added to OED in 2014

• ”Reflexive metacommentary”

• My first question here: Are they interjections?



Are hashtags interjections, linguistically?

• As part of written language (but also spoken language, more later)

• Do they inflect/derive/get incorporated?
• *#nofilter +ing

• Well, yes, they can:  

• Patti Bryant @PattiBryant Sep 9

• Patti Bryant Retweeted Adam Buschbacher

• Amen and amen!
• #AintNobodyGotTimeForThat other stuff. 

• @AdamBuschbacher

• But most often, at the moment, they seem to be syntatically peripheral to the phrase or clause, for now

• Largely ‘Secondary interjections’ (contain material that can be used elsewhere) (see Stange 2016: 9 and 
references therein)

• Jakobson’s expressive and emotive functions can be involved



Interjection definitions

• Biber et al (1999:56), Stange (2016: 47):
• Interjections as ‘thrown between’ 

• Inserted into speech without being integrated into syntax, at least in the first
instance…

• (exceptions, historical develpments: yuck yuck+i+ness)

• Does this apply to hashtags?

• yes and no



Cultural memes e.g. 
#aintnobodygottimeforthat
• Originally: http://knowyourmeme.com/memes/sweet-brown-aint-

nobody-got-time-for-that

• Remixed, trending on social media in April 2012, spread over the 
following months

• Autotune: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bFEoMO0pc7k

• Jimmy Kimmel https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x1exuuo 2013

http://knowyourmeme.com/memes/sweet-brown-aint-nobody-got-time-for-that
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bFEoMO0pc7k
https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x1exuuo


Cultural appropriation

• And commodification of African American culture within White 
culture in the US

• ‘ratchet culture’ http://feministing.com/2013/03/28/lets-get-ratchet-
check-your-privilege-at-the-door/

• Poverty, gender and color

• “On an (inter)personal level, ratchet works to simultaneously police 
and defy gender, class, sexuality, and respectability norms. Folks with 
certain privilege are willing and able to float in and out of ratchet at 
will. “ (Sesali B on link above)

http://feministing.com/2013/03/28/lets-get-ratchet-check-your-privilege-at-the-door/


The hashtag contains the potential for 
cultural stylisation
• note however the fo’dat for that (forthat) bleaching of AAVE 

content



Stylisation and bleaching (forthatfo’dat)

• Coupland’s definitions

• But once we recognise speakers' agentive role in constructing 
meanings in how they contextualise variation, and when we also 
recognise that speaking involves a degree of metalinguistic awareness 
(see section 4.5), it seems right to talk of speakers performing speech. 
What we are generally implying is that speakers design their talk in 
the awareness – at some level of consciousness and with some level 
of autonomous control – of alternative possibilities and of likely 
outcomes. (2007: 146)



Coupland 2007 continued

• Scale between mundane performance and high performance

• Performance is formally reflexive, signification about signification
• The (high) performance frame establishes a relationship between the 

meanings co-articulated in the performed event and the meanings that define 
the wider cultural or social formation. This relationship, and this duality of 
meaning, are laid open to scrutiny when social styles are performed (2007: 
149)

• Bakhtinian stylisation… is a subversive form of multi-voiced utterance, one 
that discredits hegemonic, monologic discourses by appropriating the voices 
of the powerful (AND POWERLESS), and reworking them for new purposes 
(2007:149-50)



So is this hashtag ‘stylised’? Asking Coupland
(2007:154)
• Stylisation is therefore fundamentally metaphorical. It brings into play stereotyped 

semiotic and ideological values associated with other groups, situations or times. It 
dislocates a speaker and utterances from the immediate speaking context.

• It is reflexive, mannered and knowing. It is a metacommunicative mode that attends and 
invites attention to its own modality, and radically mediates understanding of the 
ideational, identificational and relational meanings of its own utterances.

• It requires an acculturated audience able to read and predisposed to judge the semiotic 
value of a projected persona or genre. It is therefore especially tightly linked to the 
normative interpretations of speech and non-verbal styles entertained by specific 
discourse communities.

• It instigates, in and with listeners, processes of social comparison and re-evaluation 
(aesthetic and moral), focused on the real and metaphorical identities of speakers, their 
strategies and goals, but spilling over into re-evaluation of listeners’ identities, orienta-
tions and values.

• I THINK it’s moving from radical to mundane (with accompanying bleaching)…



Other culturally- and temporally-bound
interjections:
• By Jove!

• I say!

• Good Lord!
• (1920s, England)

• Hot damn! (1920s, Southern US)



And then…

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=57dzaMaouXA

Jimmy Fallon and Justin Timberlake speaking (and signing) in hashtags…

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=57dzaMaouXA


Well, I would say more, but…
#aintnobodygottimeforthat…


